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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study 

Today, most of countries in the world become industrialist country. Therefore, 

capitalist systems go along with the industrialist development. Capitalism is economic 

system based on competition between business (Babylon Pro: 2001). Historically, 

capitalism emerges around the nineteenth century both in Europe and United States. In 

capitalism, the society class opposite each other. Therefore, struggle for life becomes 

the real dream and wish for all class in industrialism. They are both bourgeoisie or 

capitalist class and proletariat class. Normally, proletariat is the poorer class. Their live 

is oppressed and exploited both physically and psychologically by capitalist. Hence, 

proletariat is suffered under capit alist system. 

Proletariat refers to the labor or workers include anyone who earns their 

livelihood by selling their labor power and being paid a wage or salary for their labor 

time. They have little choice but to work for capital, since they typically have no 

independent way to survive. Capital refers to the bourgeoisie  or capitalists include 

anyone who gets their income not from labor as much as from the surplus value  they 

appropriate from the workers who create wealth. The income of the capitalists, 

therefore, is based on their exploitation of the workers or proletariat 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Class_struggle). 

 This condition makes proletariat class exploited by capitalist class.  Thus the 

exploitation results in the class consciences of the proletariat to make a “movement by 

class struggle to conquer the conflict and sweep away the exploitation from their life” 
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(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki /Class struggle). Therefore, the effort for life is one of the 

struggles that should be reaching to survive.  

One of the modern literatures to describe the real struggle for lives is by movie. 

Among others is Far and Away movie.  Far and Away movie is directed by Ron 

Howard. He was born in March 1st 1954 in Duncan, Oklahoma. Howard is an American 

actor, film director , and producer, known for his roles on sitcoms , movies and 

television (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald_William_Howard). A Far and Away 

has 140 minutes duration and it is distributed by Universal Pictures United States of 

America. The release date is 22 May 1992. The major characters are Tom Cruise play 

role as Joseph Donnelly and Nichole Kidman play role as Shannon Christie .  

Far and Away is interesting movie to view. It is because, the story tells the 

struggle for life from the poorer or proletariat toward oppression by capitalist or 

bourgeois. Therefore, the individual struggles for life emerge from the inferior feeling 

striving for superior to lose the oppression in life.  

Besides, Far and Away movie story about the existences of different class in 

society. Therefore, Shannon Christie is the upper class societies. She is the sweet 

daughter of Daniel Christie the famous landlord in Ireland. Her father is a bourgeois 

person who has a lot of business sector. In other hand, Joseph Donnelly is the poorer of 

Ireland. He is the farmer who works from rent of Daniel Christie land. Then, he 

immigrates for working as a worker in chicken factory in America.  He lives very 

suffered under capitalist system. Therefore, the movie theme is the struggle for life that 

happened in America especially the Joseph Donnelly during the nineteenth century. At 

the time, the capitalism dominated was fostered for wealth and power. Unfortunately, 

the industrial worker was not easy. They work very hard and intensive. Capitalist have 

authority in all aspects of life includes social, economic, politic, religion, etc.  
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In Far and Away movie Ron Howard takes American people especially 

immigrant under capitalist system includes Joseph Donnelly. Donnelly has oppressed 

under capitalist system. For instance, he has wages were low, hour’s long and working 

conditions dangerous. It is because Joseph Donnelly works under capitalist system. He 

is forced in industrialism as a labor. Besides, his loves to Shannon is forbidden by her 

parents. It is because the different class between Shannon and Joseph. It makes Joseph 

Donnelly has struggle d out from his poverty to reach success in live especially in 

capitalism system.   

Based on the statement above, the writer uses the Individual Psychological 

approach to analyze the movie. In this study, the researcher gives the title 

“STRUGGLE FOR LIFE IN RON HOWARD’S FAR AND AWAY : AN 

INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH”. 

 

B. Literature Review 

The writer finds previous study related to the research of Ron Howard’s Far and 

Away. The previous research is: THE SPIRIT TOWARD EQUALITY IN RON 

HOWARD’S FAR AND AWAY MOVIE: A LIBERALIST FEMINISM 

APPROACH by Herawati ( 2007 ). The result of her study is that women should have 

spirit to lose women’s oppression both in patriarchal and capital systems to reach 

equality in life. For this research, the writer analyzes the struggle for life by using an 

Individual Psychological Approach. 

 

C. Problem Statement 

The problem statement of this study is how the struggle for life is reflected in Ron 

Howard’s Far and Away movie. 
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D. Limitation of the Study 

The researcher limits the study to investigate the struggle for life Joseph Donnelly 

the major character Ron Howard’s Far and Away movie based on Individual 

Psychological approach. 

 

E. Objective of the Study 

The objectives of the research are: 

1. To analyze the movie based on its structural elements 

2. To analyze the movie based on the Individual Psychological approach.  

 

F. Benefit of the Study 

The study of struggle for life on Ron Howard’s Far and Away has some benefits: 

1. Theoretically, this research will increase the study of literature especially on Ron 

Howard’s Far and Away movie and its elements.  

2. Practical Benefit, the result of this study is for getting the bachelor degree of 

education in English Department. 

 

G. Research Method 

1. Object of the Study 

 Object of the study is Ron Howard’s Far and Away movie. 

2. Type of the Data and the Data Sources   

In this study there are two sources of data namely pr imary and second data sources. 

a. The primary data is taken from Ron Howard’s Far and Away movie which relates  

to the study.  
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b. The supportive data is taken from all possible referential data. It can be from 

books, reviews from internet, encyclopedia, journals, magazine, aut hor’s 

biography, essay, comment, historical information and other relevant information.  

3. Technique of the Data Collection 

The study is documentation in which the data are collected and recorded from 

primary and secondary sources as evidences and references. 

4. Technique of the Data Analysis 

Firstly, the writer views the primary source data repeatedly to get deep 

understanding of analysis source. Secondly, the writer quotes, compare, and study 

other related data to find required data and information. Finally, classify and 

interpret data into some categories to ease analysis. 

 

H. Paper Organization 

In order to make the research is easier to follow, the research paper is organized 

into five chapters, as follow: chapter one is  introduction, covering background of the 

study, the problem of the study, the objective of the study, the benefit of the study, 

literary review, research method and the paper organization. Chapter two is underlying 

theory. Chapter three includes the structural analysis of the movie and a brief 

discussion. Chapter four presents Individual Psychological analysis and discussion. 

Finally, chapter five consists of conclusion and suggestion. 
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Joseph   : “Our father’s being buried today”.              

Joseph brother : “Bastards are burning our house!”                    

Duff   : “That will do” (Far And Away VCD Part 1, 10:45). 

Joseph is angry to Stephe n and his guide manner. He is angry because he 

feels unfair rent and a cruel eviction imposed upon them by their wealthy 

landlords. Therefore, It makes Joseph strives for justice. Then, he decides looking 

for Daniel Christie. In other hands, he is supported by Danty Duff. He gives his 

gun to Joseph in order Joseph will kill him. It is because Duff hates the landlord 

very much.  

Joseph : “Where is this landlord Christie? I want justice for what he’s 

done”.  

Duff  : “There’s nothing I like better...” (Far And Away VCD Part 1, 

13:11). 

He is ready for the journey. Then, he takes a rest in the cafe in small village. 

In fortune, he meets landlord Christie there. He is very surprised.  

Mr. Christie  : “God bless you, everyone”. 

Customer   : “Ah, bless you, sir”. 

Mr. Christie  : “Whiskey for everyone! 

Customer   : “Oh, great!”           

Mr. Christie  : “How are you, sir, tonight? Oppressed. That’s the 

word for me. I live in a house that’s stuffy and 




